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Abstract. We consider the class SS.˛;ˇ/ of analytic functions which satisfy the condition
 ˇ=2 < arg˚´f 0.´/=f .´/	 < ˛=2 for all ´ in the unit disc E on the complex plane, where
0  ˛ < 1 and 0  ˇ < 1. For ˛ D ˇ the class SS.˛;ˇ/ is equal to the well known class
SS.ˇ/ of strongly starlike functions of order ˇ. In this work we derive a sufficient condition
for analytic function to be in the class SS.˛;ˇ/ strongly starlike functions of order .˛;ˇ/.
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1. INTRODUCTION
LetA denote the class of analytic functions f in the unit disc ED f´ W j´j< 1g on
the complex planeC with the normalization f .0/D 0, f 0.0/D 1. A function f 2A






> ı .´ 2 E/; (1.1)
for some 0 ı < 1, Robertson [8]. We denote by S.ı/ the class of functions starlike









ˇ .´ 2 E/;
for some ˇ .0 < ˇ  1/: Let SS.ˇ/ denote the class of strongly starlike functions of
order ˇ. The class SS.ˇ/ was introduced independently by Stankiewicz [9,10] and












; ´ 2 E

;
for some 0 < ˛  1; and for some 0 < ˇ  1. We recall here the fact, that in [2] and
in [3] a similar class was studied, see also [4, p.141]. Note that SS.minf˛;ˇg/ 
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SS.˛;ˇ/  SS.maxf˛;ˇg/. Of course for ˛ D ˇ the class SS.˛;ˇ/ becomes
the class SS.ˇ/. It is easily seen that SS.˛;ˇ/ S.0/.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Lemma 1 ([5]). Let w.´/ D aCwn´nCwnC1´nC1C   be analytic in E with
w.´/ 6 a and n 1. If ´0 D r0ei , 0 < r0 < 1 and
jw.´0/j D maxj´jr0 jw.´/j;









 n jw.´0/j  jajjw.´0/jC jaj :
Theorem 1. Let p be analytic in E with p.0/D 1 and p.´/¤ 0. If there exist two
points ´1 2E and ´2 2E such that j´1j D j´2j D r < 1 and for ´2Er D f´ W j´j< rg
  ˇ
2
D argp.´1/ < argp.´/ < argp.´2/D ˛
2
; (2.1)


































s D jp.´1/j2=.˛Cˇ/; t D jp.´2/j2=.˛Cˇ/:
Proof. The assumption (2.1) says that the domain p.Er/ lies in a sector between
two rays argfwg D ˇ=2 and argfwg D ˛=2 and it contacts with the rays at p.´1/
and at p.´2/. The idea of this proof is that we transform this sector into the unit disc
and then we will use the Lemma 1. We restrict our considerations to proving (2.3),
the proof of (2.2) runs analogously as that of (2.3). The function







; B D 2
˛Cˇ ;
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maps Er onto the set q.Er/ on the right half-planeRef!g> 0. The boundary @q.Er/
is tangent to the imaginary axis at q.´1/ and at q.´2/ because @p.Er/ is tangent to
the sector  ˇ=2 < argw < ˛=2 at p.´1/ and at p.´2/. Moreover, q.´1/ lies on












































> 0 .´ 2 Er/:
Therefore, the function
.´/D 1 q.´/
1Cq.´/ .´ 2 Er/ (2.7)
maps the Er into the unit E disc and satisfies
max
j´jr
j.´/j D j.´1/j D j.´2/j D 1: (2.8)








For the case argfp.´2/g D ˛=2, from (2.6), we can put
ApB.´2/D i t; 0 < t:
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From (2.9), we obtain (2.3) and for the case argfp.´1/g D ˛=2, applying the same
method as the above and from (2.5) and (2.8), we obtain (2.2). It completes the proof
of Theorem 1. 
The above result is a stronger form of Theorem 1 in [7]. For ˛ D ˇ Theorem 1
becomes Nunokawa’s lemma [6].
3. MAIN THEOREM
Our main result is contained in:
Theorem 2. Let f .´/D ´CP1nD2an´n be analytic in E. Assume that 0 < ˛  1,












CA.˛;ˇ/ ´ 2 E; (3.1)































´ 2 E; (3.2)












If there exists two points ´1;´2 2 E, j´1j D j´2j D r such that
 ˇ
2
D argp.´1/ < argp.´/ < argp.´2/D ˛
2
;
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s D jp.´1/j2=.˛Cˇ/; t D jp.´2/j2=.˛Cˇ/:



















































Hence, if ˛ D 1 then argf1C´2f 00.´2/=f 0.´2/g D ˛=2, which contradicts (3.1)


















; t > 0;
takes its minimum value at t0 D
p











This contradicts (3.1) and for the case argfp.´1/gDˇ=2, applying the same method
as the above we obtain for ˇ D 1 a contradiction with (3.1), while for 0 < ˇ < 1 we












This also contradicts (3.1) and therefore, it completes the proof. 
If ˛ D ˇ in the above theorem then we get the following corollary.













































27Cp2 D 0:23: : : :
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